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APPENDIX 1 

The Data Table of Word Formation which Related Football Terms In  

Skysport.com articles 

No Date of the 

articles 

Terms Article Kind of word 

formation 

1 21 Sept 19 Midfielder Henderson: Mount has 

mentality to succed 

Derivation 

  Clean Sheet 

 

Henderson: Mount has 

mentality to succed 

Compound 

  First Goal 

 

Europe: Ramsey, 

Countinho on target 

Compound 

  Unbeaten Europe: Ramsey, 

Countinho on target 

Derivation 

  Sent Off 

 

Europe: Ramsey, 

Countinho on target 

Compound 

  PL  Ole: I’ll play Man Utd 

youngster in PL 

Acronym 

  Man Utd Ole: I’ll play Man Utd 

youngster in PL 

Clipping 

  Half-time Late Maddison strike 

sinks Spurs 

Compound 

2 22 Sept 19 Manager Abraham & Tomori: 

Academy to PL 

Derivation 

  Striker Abraham & Tomori: 

Academy to PL 

Derivation 

  Defender Abraham & Tomori: 

Academy to PL 

Derivation 

  Hat-trick Abraham & Tomori: 

Academy to PL 

Compound 

  Best Player Abraham & Tomori: 

Academy to PL 

Compound 

  Competition FIFA assured by Iran 

over female fans 

Derivation 

  Real Ole: I don’t listen to Real 

president 

Clipping 

  FIFA Sala dispute to be heard 

by FIFA this week 

Acronym 

  Injury-time Ten-man Wolves snatch 

late draw at Palace 

Compound 

3 23 Sept 19 PSG Tuchel: Neymar 

committed to PSG 

Acronym 

  Substitution Emery: Xhaka important 

for Arsenal 

Derivation 

  Third Round Emery: Xhaka important 

for Arsenal 

Compound 
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No Date of the 

articles 

Terms Article Kind of word 

formation 

  Foootballer Xavi: I want Barca or PL 

job 

Derivation 

  Former Boss Xavi: I want Barca or PL 

job 

Compound 

  VAR Ref watch: clubs agreed 

to offside tech 

Acronym 

  Offside Ref watch: clubs agreed 

to offside tech 

Compound 

  Second-half Sissoko: Leicester defeat 

was painful 

Compound 

4 24 Sept 

2019 

Winger Justin Kluivert: Jail racist 

fans 

Derivation 

  Belgium 

Striker 

Justin Kluivert: Jail racist 

fans 

Compound 

  Left-back Pogba to make comeback 

ahead of Arsenal clash 

Compound 

  First Team Pogba to make comeback 

ahead of Arsenal clash 

Compound 

  UEFA Webley to host 2023 

champions league final 

Acronym 

  EURO Webley to host 2023 

champions league final 

Acronym 
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APPENDIX 2 

ARTICLES WHICH CONTAIN  

WORD FORMATION PROCESS 

 WITH DERIVATION TYPE 

 

Jordan Henderson: Mason Mount has mentality to succeed at 

Chelsea 

 
Liverpool captain Jordan Henderson believes Chelsea's Mason Mount has the 

mentality and technical ability to succeed at the highest level. 

The Reds midfielder could come up against his compatriot when Chelsea host the 

Premier League leaders at Stamford Bridge on Sunday, live on Sky Sports. 

Mount was forced off early in Tuesday's Champions League defeat to Valencia 

following a reckless challenge by former Arsenal midfielder Francis Coquelin. 

But despite initial fears over potential ligament damage, the 20-year-old 

midfielder has made a swift recovery, and Henderson has been impressed with his 

immediate impact this season under Frank Lampard. 

"Frank's done very good," Henderson told Soccer Saturday. "I think the way they're 

playing is very good. They've got young kids but they're top players, and certainly 

will be in the future. 

"They've got huge potential with the likes of Mason already training for England, 

I can see he's got the right mentality to play football. 

"Technically he's very good. Everyone can see that he's hungry to be a very good 

player and is a very exciting prospect. He's started the season very well along with 

Tammy [Abraham]. 
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"They haven't had a couple of results go their way, with the Sheffield United 

game and Valencia, but in terms of the way they're playing I can definitely see an 

improvement." 

Jurgen Klopp's side collected 97 points last season and suffered just one league 

defeat, but still fell short in an engrossing title race with Manchester City. 

But the Reds have already established a five-point gap on City this term, the 

largest after five games in a Premier League season. 

Henderson was born in the same year that Liverpool were last champions of 

England - in 1990 - and that remains a dream for the club captain. 

He added: "Of course, we want to win the league and win as many trophies as we 

can. With the team and the manager that we've got, there's no reason why we can't 

do that. 

"But there's no point in focusing on that. The focus remains the next game - it's 

been the case for the last few years - and it's stood us in good stead so far." 

Klopp has admitted his players have to improve the defensive side of their game, 

but says a lack of clean sheets is not down to a more attacking approach. 

In five matches this season they have scored 15 goals and conceded five in the 

Premier League, with just one clean sheet - at Burnley last month - in eight 

matches in all competitions this term. 

At the same stage last season, the Reds had scored 11 and conceded just two, 

having opened the league campaign with three successive clean sheets, and 

Henderson acknowledges there remains plenty of room for improvement. 
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"Keeping the focus has been easy because of the people we have around us and 

the manager," he said. 

"The manager is so good at making sure nothing is left untouched in training. If 

there's anything he doesn't like, he picks up on it straightaway. 

"The lads are always wanting to improve, are training hard to be successful and to 

get to the next level, and we always know there's room for improvement. Having 

the manager on us constantly makes it easy for us to stay concentrated." 

 

European round-up: Aaron Ramsey and Philippe Coutinho on target as Juventus 

and Bayern Munich win 

Aaron Ramsey was on target in Juventus' 2-1 win over Hellas Verona, while 

Philippe Coutinho scored his first Bundesliga goal in Bayern Munich's 4-0 win 

over Cologne. Get all the latest from across Europe here... 

Ramsey scores on Serie A debut 

Aaron Ramsey scored his first goal for Juventus as the Serie A champions secured 

a 2-1 victory over newly-promoted Hellas Verona at Allianz Stadium. 

Ramsey's goal cancelled out Miguel Veloso's opener for the visitors, who also 

missed a penalty. 

It was all straightforward for Maurizio Sarri's side, who needed Gianluigi Buffon 

to pull off a number of crucial saves to prevent an equaliser. 

Before the match, there was a small protest outside the stadium in support of the 

12 hardcore Juventus "ultra" fan leaders who were arrested on Monday after 

allegedly making illegal demands to the club to obtain more tickets. 
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A group of around 20 fans chanted for their release while others handed out 

leaflets. There were also no flags or banners displayed in the Curva Sud, where 

the ultras normally gather. 

Serie A leaders Inter Milan defeated city rivals AC Milan 2-0 at the San Siro to 

maintain their 100 per cent start to the campaign. 

Inter, who are unbeaten in the last seven league clashes with Milan, grabbed the 

lead thanks to a deflected strike from Marcelo Brozovic in the 49th minute. 

Romelu Lukaku made sure of the win with a 78th-minute glancing header from a 

Nicolo Barella cross from the left for his third goal since his move from 

Manchester United. 

Inter, who went close to a third when Matteo Poltano clipped the bar and then 

Andrea Candreva hit the post, have 12 points from four games, two more than 

defending champions Juventus, who earlier beat Verona 2-1. 

Coutinho on target in big Bayern win 

Philippe Coutinho scored his first Bundesliga goal in Bayern Munich's 4-0 win 

over 10-man Cologne at the Allianz Arena on Saturday. 

Robert Lewandowski kept his scoring run going, grabbing the first two of 

Bayern's goals (3, 48) to take his league-leading tally to nine in five games. 

The visitors played the last 30 minutes with 10 men after Kingsley Ehizibue was 

sent off for bringing down Coutinho just as the Brazilian was about to score in the 

59th minute. 

Coutinho dusted himself down to score from the penalty spot but had to do it at 

the second time of asking after too many players encroached into the area on his 

first attempt. 
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He made no mistake at the second time of asking to score for the first time since 

joining on loan from Barcelona. 

Coutinho then set up Ivan Perisic for Bayern's fourth as Niko Kovac's side 

finished the day second in the table, two points behind RB Leipzig, who 

beat Werder Bremen 3-0 in the late kick-off. 

Elsewhere, Hertha Berlin defeated fellow strugglers Paderborn 2-1 for their first 

win of the season, Bayer Leverkusen bounced back from Champions League 

disappointment with a 2-0 win over Union Berlin and Augsburg salvaged a 1-1 

draw at Freiburg. 

Tammy Abraham and Fikayo Tomori: Chelsea academy to Premier League 

Tammy Abraham and Fikayo Tomori are shining for Chelsea this season and gave 

Sky Sports' Patrick Davison an insight into their journey from academy to Premier 

League. 

The pair have been given their chance under new manager Frank Lampard - who 

worked with Tomori on loan at Derby last season - and they are certainly grabbing 

it with both hands. 

Abraham has topped the Premier League scoring charts with seven goals, which 

have all come in the last three games, while Tomori has impressed with his 

assured performances in defence. 

The 21-year-olds came through Chelsea's famed academy together, winning 

numerous titles including the FA Youth Cup and the UEFA Youth League, and 

gave Davison a tour round their old haunts to reflect on how far they have come. 
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Abraham said: "Growing up in the academy, when we got to the youth teams, we 

felt like we were getting closer and closer. The managers always used to say 'it is 

only a road away' and he meant the path between the two pitches [youth team and 

first team]. That made us strive. 

"We had such a good academy, we've played with some fantastic players over the 

years and we just wanted it so bad. The FA Youth Cup was everything to 

everyone. We wanted to win every game, have fun and express ourselves. 

"We were always limited to how many games were on TV and we knew that if we 

got to the later stages, the games would be on TV and we were all excited for that. 

"We heard a lot of things about Chelsea not bringing youngsters in and we just 

blocked that out. We believed that we would break the curse and we'd be the ones 

to break in. So far, we've done so. With the manager, Frank Lampard, coming in 

and Jody Morris and Joe Edwards who I think I've played under, everything fell 

into place." 

Tomori added: "I came here as a striker but I wasn't that useful. I've stopped 

scoring too many goals now but back then, I think I used to. 

"A couple of times, maybe John Terry or the manager now [ Lampard] would be 

here [watching the youth team], even Didier Drogba sometimes. You'd be playing 

and you know they were there so maybe you'd try a little flick or something. 

"When we used to train with the U9s or U10s, John Terry would come over and 

he was a big guy, we'd be like 'that's the Chelsea captain, he plays for England'. 

Looking back on those times now, it's surreal." 
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While Tomori claims he does not score much now, he does already have his first 

senior goal for Chelsea after just three matches, and it was a sensational effort 

against Wolves last weekend. 

Abraham - who himself scored a hat-trick at Molineux - joked after the game that 

Tomori would usually 'break a window' win such a strike, but the defender 

believes he has put those worries to bed. 

He said: "The week leading up to it and the day before, he was right, but I don't 

think he can say it now after that goal. It was a decent goal and nice to score my 

first Premier League goal. 

"When we finished the game and Tammy came onto the pitch, he had the match ball 

under his arm and I was looking at him like 'Tammy just scored a hat-trick in the Prem'. 

Now we're all together in the Premier League, celebrating a win where all three of us 

[including Mason Mount] have scored, those are the moments you dream about." 

Abraham added: "I was thinking 'don't shoot, don't shoot' - I screamed it so loud 

as well. As soon as he shot in the position I was, I could see it was going in the 

top pocket. The ball flew past my face and went into the top corner. I just went 

quiet and then started screaming. 

"After the game, that's when it hit us - Fiakyo just scored a worldie from outside 

the box for his first Premier League goal and first goal for Chelsea." 

Next up for Chelsea is a visit from leaders Liverpool, live on Sky Sports, who 

have a 100 per cent record in the Premier League so far. The two sides have 

already met this term, playing in the Super Cup and both Abraham and Tomori 

were involved in the defeat on penalties. 
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Abraham in particular has some demons to exorcise having missed the final spot 

kick, and is relishing the chance to face Liverpool once again. 

He said: "I'm excited and I'm sure a lot of the boys are excited as well. We had a 

good result against Wolves, but we were a bit disappointed with the Champions 

League game but we've got to focus on this game against Liverpool. We know 

they're a top team, we played them earlier this season and we're looking for pay 

back now." 

Tomori added: "These are the kinds of games you want to be playing in, they're 

big games against the best players. They're the champions of Europe at the 

moment and they probably have the best front three in the world on their day. 

"They're a good team and we have to be on top of our game if we want to beat 

them, but on our day, we can beat anyone so hopefully it can be our day on 

Sunday." 

Gianni Infantino says FIFA have been assured by Iran over female fans at 

matches 

 

FIFA has been assured by Iranian authorities that women will be able to attend the 

October World Cup qualifier in Tehran, says Gianni Infantino. 

A female Iranian fan died earlier this month, after setting herself on fire to protest 

against her arrest for attending a match. 

FIFA officials have been in Iran this week discussing preparations for the World 

Cup qualifier against Cambodia on October 10, their first home game of the 2022 

qualifying competition. 
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"We need to have women attending, we need to push for that with respect but in a 

strong and forceful way and we cannot wait anymore," Infantino told a FIFA 

conference on women's football. 

"We have been assured, that as of the next international game of Iran, women will 

be allowed to enter football stadiums. 

"This is something very important. It is 40 years that this has not happened, with a 

couple of exceptions, but it is important to move to the next level and to the next 

stage." 

FIFA has also stated it would be working with the Iranian football federation to 

develop plans for women to attend domestic matches in the Iranian league as well. 

Granit Xhaka an important player for Arsenal, says Unai Emery 
 

Unai Emery: "My opinion is we need our supporters and we need our supporters 

helping each player." 

Unai Emery has backed Granit Xhaka after the midfielder was jeered by Arsenal 

supporters during the Gunners' thrilling 3-2 comeback victory against Aston Vila. 

Ten-man Arsenal battled back from being a goal down twice to beat Aston Villa 

as Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang's seventh goal in as many games this season 

proved enough to earn the Gunners a crucial three points at the Emirates Stadium. 

A slightly sour note for the Gunners was the reaction of the home fans to Xhaka's 

substitution after 72 minutes, with ironic cheers greeting the captain's departure. 

Xhaka has proved a divisive figure at the club and is no stranger to criticism from 

the fans, but Emery was full of praise for the Switzerland international, calling on 

the Arsenal supporters to back the 26-year-old. 
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"My opinion is we need our supporters and we need our supporters helping each 

player," he said. 

"I changed him because he played 90 minutes on Thursday. I preferred a fresh 

player. But for me he is a very important player for us. 

"He has a big commitment here," the Spaniard added. "I am sure he is going to 

achieve the best things. We are professional. He is an experienced player. 

"He knows sometimes we are criticised. We need to be mature and continue 

working. I am going to support him. He's a good player." 

Emery hails Arsenal's 'amazing' character 

“We want to feel with our supporters something special, to connect with them. 

Today the character was amazing,” he said. “Playing with one less player, not 

easy. We lost some control but we took some risks to come back. We are creating 

good spirit with our supporters and the players are feeling that. “Our commitment, 

our behaviour, fighting each ball, taking some risks. That is good. That character, 

that connection with our supporters, that spirit. We can be happy, I think.” 

Analysis: Will Xhaka be named a captain? 

Xhaka has been the man in possession of the armband so far this season, but with 

Emery yet to confirm his captains for the season the Switzerland international's 

role could be in jeopardy after a number of lacklustre performances in the role. 

The Gunners have not had a permanent captain since Laurent Koscielny's 

departure in the summer and Emery has suggested he would name five captains 

again, as he did last season. 
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However, that decision has been delayed and is now expected to made after 

Arsenal's Carabao Cup clash with Nottingham Forest. "My focus was to speak 

about the match and the players," he said when asked prior to the game against 

Eintracht Frankfurt why he has still not named his captains. "I am going to 

propose to do it next week after the match on Tuesday after the Carabao Cup." 

Will Xhaka survive his latest poor performance against Aston Villa? Emery has 

given him his backing but if the Spaniard was so sure of the 26-year-old's 

leadership qualities the decision would have already been made. 

So if not Xhaka, who? Sokratis and Mesut Ozil have both worn the armband this 

season, while Aubameyang dragged Arsenal over the line against Villa after 

taking over from Xhaka. But Emery could be waiting for the returns of Rob 

Holding, Hector Bellerin and even new signing Kieran Tierney, who has 

captained Celtic and Scotland, before making his decision. 

Bellerin and Tierney played for just over an hour for Arsenal's U23 side against 

Wolves last Friday, while Holding has featured twice in the Premier League 2 for 

the Gunners as they step up their comebacks from injury. 

Fitness permitting they could get a chance to show Emery their leadership 

qualities when Arsenal host Championship side Nottingham Forest in the third 

round of the Carabao Cup on Tuesday evening. 

Merson: No standout candidates 

Paul Merson does not think there are any standout candidates to be Arsenal 

captain, but the Soccer Saturday pundit thinks a back four featuring Rob Holding, 

Hector Bellerin and Kieran Tierney is promising for the Gunners. 
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"The worrying thing is that Unai Emery's been there a year and a half, he's got to 

have three captains because he doesn't have a clue what his best team is. He hasn't 

got a clue. The good teams are the ones who play virtually the same team every 

week, but with Arsenal you don't know who it'll be from week to week. 

"There are no standout candidates. David Luiz will play every week, he's a serial 

winner, people have a go at him because one week he'll be a 2/10 and the next a 

9/10, but he's going to play every week. I'm not the greatest lover of a forward 

being the captain, but Aubameyang's another one. Those front three should pick 

themselves straight away and you go from there - they'll play every week, if 

they're fit. 

"It doesn't look the worst back four with Tierney, Holding and Bellerin back. 

They'll be better, you hope they'll be better. It's alright putting four good players 

out, but they've got to work as a unit. You don't have to be the four most talented 

players to keep clean sheets, you've got to be disciplined." 

How Tierney will help Arsenal 

With Tierney on the verge of his Arsenal debut, Adam Bate, with the help of the 

Scotland international's former team-mate Kris Commons, looks at why the new 

signing will help the Gunners improve. 

Xavi wants Barcelona managerial return or Premier League job 

 
Legendary Barcelona and Spain midfielder Xavi wants to return to his former club 

as manager, but is also keen to manage in the Premier League. 

Xavi made over 700 appearances for his boyhood club Barcelona and is the third 

most capped Spanish international footballer, playing 133 times for his country. 
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The man who was at the heart of the Spain side that won the 2010 World Cup and 

two European Championships ended his incredible playing career five months ago 

to take his first steps into management with Al Sadd in Qatar, the club he spent 

his final four years with as a player. 

Despite being in the infancy of his managerial career, Xavi admits the ultimate 

goal is to return to manage Barcelona. 

He said: "I don't hide it, my goal is to return to Europe and return to Barca, it is 

my challenge ahead, but I'm still learning in this project and I'm also enjoying it. 

"My idea, which also happened to me as a footballer, is to be in Barcelona. 

"Training this type of team would be a privilege and the greatest privilege for me 

would be to return to Barca." 

Although a return to the Catalan club is the target, Xavi has not ruled out a 

managerial role in the Premier League should an opportunity arise. 

He added: "That is my goal, but obviously, who doesn't like the Premier League? 

The football atmosphere, the packed stadiums and the people who play in the 

Premier League say it's extraordinary. 

"Obviously if I had to choose, I would choose a big team, [Manchester] City or 

United, Chelsea, Arsenal or Tottenham. 

"Also, [Jurgen] Klopp and [Mauricio] Pochettino and Unai Emery, many people 

who have gone there are doing an extraordinary job." 

Xavi on Pep Guardiola 

The 39-year-old was part of one of the best teams of all time, in the form of Pep 

Guardiola's Barcelona side between 2008 and 2012. 
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Guardiola guided Barcelona to three La Liga titles and two Champions League 

wins during his time in charge and Xavi has taken inspiration from his former 

boss. 

Xavi said: "Pep Guardiola is the best coach in the world and I am a novice. The 

comparison happened as a player but now we can't be compared." 

"I am in love with Pep Guardiola's football. Now I have started as a coach, I see 

the different methodologies. 

"You can win playing football in different ways, but I like the one of City and 

Guardiola the most. I follow the Premier League a lot and I like it. 

"Guardiola is a reference for me. As a player he already was, because we played 

in the same position, we spent three years together in Barcelona as players and 

then four magnificent years with him as coach. 

"He is a brilliant, demanding, passionate, obsessive person, that's why he's doing 

so well. It transmits a lot to the footballer. I learned a lot and enjoyed my time at 

his side." 

The Champions League title has eluded Guardiola since he left Barcelona with 

both Manchester City and Bayern Munich, but Xavi, Guardiola's captain in his 

last triumph in 2011, believes it is the City boss' ultimate title. 

Xavi added: "He has been chasing it since he left Barcelona. 

"He couldn't get it with Bayern after three semi-finals. This year he had very bad 

luck against Tottenham due to VAR. 
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"They are after the Champions League. They had very bad luck. In the end you 

can win or lose the Champions League due to very small details. He has not been 

lucky, but I think his goal is to win everything. 

"He is doing an extraordinary job, he had bad luck because Liverpool were 

spectacular and won the Champions League." 

Roma's Justin Kluivert calls for racist supporters to face jail 
Roma winger Justin Kluivert believes racist supporters should be jailed to deter 

discriminatory behaviour on social media. 

Kluivert, who has more than 750,000 followers on Instagram, says he hopes 

companies will introduce identity checks to make users accountable for their 

posts. 

His comments follow a spate of racist incidents in Italy this season. 

"People that do that (racist posts) have to, maybe, go to prison," Kluivert told Sky 

Sports News, in a special report on racism in the Italian game. "It has to stop. It's 

not on me, I'm not so smart to fix that!" 

When asked whether identity checks were needed to remove the anonymity of 

some accounts, he replied: "Yes, something like that, because you can always see 

whose account it is or something. I hope so." 

Former Netherlands international Patrick Kluivert, his father, revealed he was 

racially abused by supporters during his spell in England. 

Belgium striker Romelu Lukaku was subjected to monkey chants from the crowd 

during Inter Milan's win over Cagliari on September 1. 

A section of hardcore Inter 'ultra' fans, known as 'Curva Nord', have insisted the 

monkey chants aimed at Lukaku by rival supporters were not meant to be racist. 
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Inter Milan say they maintain their fight against racism "every day" but would not 

comment on the statement from fans. 

"It's very difficult for a football club to take on its ultras," Tobias Jones, author of 

a new book titled 'Ultra', told Sky Sports News. "They'd be taking on a group that 

can shift five, ten thousand people. 

"If you annoy them, by calling out certain behaviour, they can decide not to buy 

tickets." 

Fiorentina and Roma fans shared their experiences of whether racism is rife in the 

game. 

"Sometimes the ones that go to the stadium very often say 'it's natural, it's normal' 

to have an approach like this (racist chants). We should be ashamed." said one 

Fiorentina supporter. 

"I haven't really experienced racism," added another fan. "When it comes to 

football it brings the whole city together. It's just love." 

But a rival Roma supporter revealed: "I saw, in the past, booing to black players." 

Another fan claimed: "Racism is all over the world. It depends on your values and 

education." 

Roma striker Edin Dzeko says racism in Italian football is more prevalent than he 

expected before moving to Serie A. 

"It's much more than expected," Dzeko told Sky Sports News after Roma's 4-2 win 

against Sassuolo earlier this month. "I think something has to come from the 

(Italian football) federation. They have to protect the players, that's the only way." 
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FIFA president Gianni Infantino called for racism to be kicked out of the game for 

good at the governing body's awards ceremony in Milan on Monday night. 

"I know that tonight is a night to celebrate but there is one thing I would like to 

say," he said. "I want to say this here, in Italy, in my country. 

"Yesterday again we have witnessed in the Italian championship an episode of 

racism. This is not acceptable any more - we have to say this, we have to say no to 

racism in whatever form. No to racism in football, no to racism in society. "But 

we don't have just to say it we have to fight against it, we have to kick racism out 

once and for all - in Italy and in the rest of the world, out of football and out of 

society." 
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APPENDIX 3 

ARTICLES WHICH CONTAIN 

WORD FORMATION PROCESS 

WITH COMPOUND TYPE 

 

Late Maddison strike sinks Tottenham, James Maddison’s fine 

late strike saw Leicester come from behind to beat Tottenham 2-1 

in a game filled with more VAR drama. 
Maddison’s powerful 25-yard effort settled a wonderful game of twists and turns 

at the King Power Stadium, which saw Spurs surrender the lead for the third time 

in four games. 

Leicester thought they had scored the opener when Wilfred Ndidi bundled home 

after Paulo Gazzaniga’s fumble, but VAR ruled it out for an offside, and minutes 

later Harry Kane put Spurs ahead with a superb finish, somehow hooking the ball 

past Kasper Schmeichel while falling to the ground from Caglar Soyuncu’s shove. 

After half-time, the visitors thought they had doubled their lead when Serge 

Aurier powered in a low effort from just outside the box before VAR again 

adjudged an offside in the build-up, and moments later Leicester equalised when 

Ricardo Pereira fired in a loose ball from 12 yards. 

Both sides had enjoyed plenty of opportunities in a game which still threatened to 

go either way – but a moment of magic from Maddison would end up defining it, 

beating Gazzaniga from 25 yards with a fine finish five minutes from time. 

Ten-man Wolves snatch late draw at Palace.  

Diogo Jota scored in the fifth minute of injury-time to give 10-man Wolves a 

dramatic 1-1 draw at Crystal Palace. 
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After failing to muster a decent effort on goal before the break, Palace took the lead in 

the first minute of the second half when Joel Ward's strike from the edge of the box was 

deflected past Rui Patricio off Leander Dendoncker for an own goal. 

Wolves' hopes took a further turn for the worse when defender Romain Saiss was 

shown a second yellow card following a foul on Wilfried Zaha, reducing the 

visitors to 10 men. 

Palace had chances to score the clinching second goal but, with time almost up, 

Adama Traore's cross into the box caused panic and Jota fired home from close 

range to give Wolves an unlikely equaliser. 

Fighting spirit earns Wolves a point 

Nuno Espirito Santo's men are still without a win but will see this as a point 

gained after finding themselves in such a dire situation. 

This had been a difficult week for the club after suffering Europa League defeat to 

Braga on Thursday and entering the final stages of the match both a goal and a 

man down could have seen heads drop but they wouldn't lie down. 

In truth, Palace should have finished them off. Substitute Christian Benteke had a 

chance to make it 2-0 with 12 minutes left when cutting in from the left but his 

lack of confidence in front of goal was all too apparent as he struck his shot 

straight at the goalkeeper. 

And, in injury time, with Wolves leaving gaps, Jeffrey Schlupp was played 

through on goal but couldn't convert his one-one-one as Patricio stood firm again 

to block his shot. 
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Palace just had to see the game out after that but they couldn't do it. Wolves drove 

upfield one more time and found Traore out on the right. His cross should have 

been cleared by Ward but the defender, whose deflected shot had put Palace in 

front, slipped to the floor and Jota couldn't miss. 

Palace had wasted a golden chance to move to sixth in the table and boss Roy 

Hodgson could barely hide his frustration as he stomped off. 

Wolves had the better of the first half with Jota playing a neat one-two with 

Jimenez before thumping a shot at the goalkeeper seven minutes before the break. 

And Palace stopper Vicente Guaita did even better just before the half-hour mark 

when tipping Matt Doherty's thumping header over the crossbar after being picked 

out by Traore. 

Palace came out fast after the break and, as well as their goal just 48 seconds in, 

Wolves' wobbles continued as Saiss was shown a yellow card. 

The defender's red card in the 73rd minute for taking down Zaha looked to have 

cost his side the chance of an equaliser but Jota had other ideas. 

Man of the match - Adama Traore 

The Wolves speedster can drive his manager crazy at times. There's so much 

talent there but how best to harness it? 

Today, Traore was tried in a front three and there were the usual flashes of 

promise but, crucially, some end product too. 

The winger didn't just beat men, he got in some effective crosses too. And when 

Wolves needed a get-out-of-jail card, it was Traore who found space on the right 

and pinged in a dangerous ball to the far post from which the equaliser came. 
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What the managers said 

Roy Hodgson: "It's very hard, I'm bitterly disappointed. Quite frankly in the 

second half, we'd kept them out of our box pretty well. 

"Overall I can't be dissatisfied with the actual performance but in football it's all 

about results and points. Games when you concede in injury time when after 

really having had full control of the game during the whole of the second half, it 

becomes a defeat. 

"So today I must say that I feel like we've been defeated here." 

Nuno Espirito Santo: "This happens in football. First half was really good. We 

controlled the game, we dominated the game, we had possession, we had chances. 

We must punish. 

"Of course I was not happy about the beginning of the second half. 

"We had a lot of heart and a lot of character. We know what the situation is; 

Thursday-Sunday, Thursday-Suday, no stop and we have to manage the game." 

Ref Watch: Clubs agreed to offside watch 

Clubs can have no complaints about the technology used for VAR offside calls as 

they signed up to that process, says Dermot Gallagher. 

The former Premier League referee returns with Ref Watch to have his say on 

some of the biggest incidents of the weekend, including various VAR incidents, 

plus, speaking on his podcast, Gary Neville chips in with some insight. 

Goals that were overturned for Tottenham and Chelsea are looked at with 

Gallagher giving his views... 
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Leicester 2-1 Tottenham 

INCIDENT: After half-time with Tottenham 1-0 up, the visitors thought they had 

doubled their lead when Serge Aurier powered in a low effort from just outside 

the box before VAR again adjudged an offside in the build-up, and moments later 

Leicester equalised when Ricardo Pereira fired in a loose ball from 12 yards. 

DERMOT'S VERDICT: Tight, but correct call 

DERMOT SAYS: This is a tough one. This is one only VAR could give as no 

human being can see this, without doubt. We can be confident that when the 

teams signed up, they knew about the pictures to decide offside. Everybody knew 

these decisions would be given offside as the lines show it's just offside. That's 

where we are - that's the best product available at the moment. The clubs all 

signed up to it. That's what we work to. 

Chelsea 1-2 Liverpool 

INCIDENT: With Liverpool 1-0 up, Cesar Azpilicueta found the back of the net 

after Fabinho failed to clear Willian's drilled cross into the area, but VAR found 

Mason Mount to be offside in the build-up, and the jubilation inside Stamford 

Bridge evaporated in an instant. 

DERMOT'S VERDICT: VAR decided Liverpool defence didn't have the 

opportunity to reset, so correct call. 

DERMOT SAYS: Mount was clearly offside. The view of the VAR was that 

Liverpool never had a chance to defend that situation. Chelsea had six players 

touch the ball while Liverpool's two touches were accidental touches. The VAR 

has to decide whether Liverpool had a chance to defend and he chose 'no'. 

https://www.skysports.com/football/leicester-vs-tottenham/408036
https://www.skysports.com/football/leicester-vs-tottenham/408036
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GARY NEVILLE SAYS: The part of VAR I'm most comfortable with is offside. 

The point when the ball is kicked the VAR get it to the closest frame they can and 

then the lines are brought down, very meticulously. These calls are marginal but 

they are consistent with the technology. I get the frame-by-frame could make a 

difference but that isn't the issue, the issue is that the same technology is being 

applied each time. So they are consistent. We've been crying out for this 

consistency for years and we've now got it. I'm really comfortable with it. 

Arsenal 3-2 Aston Villa 

INCIDENT: Ainsley Maitland-Niles, who was booked earlier in the game for 

bringing down Anwar El Ghazi, was sent off after crashing into Neil Taylor to 

earn a second booking. VAR can't intervene on second yellow cards. 

DERMOT'S VERDICT: Wrong decision. 

DERMOT SAYS: He's very unlucky. He gets the ball and Taylor comes down on 

his leg to get the injury. The referee hasn't got the best view - he only sees the 

start of the challenge where Maitland-Niles' leg is raised. 

West Ham 2-0 Manchester United 

INCIDENT: Mark Noble picks up a booking for a thunderous challenge on Aaron 

Wan-Bissaka on the touchline. Should it have been red? 

DERMOT'S VERDICT: He could have no complaints if he was sent off. 

DERMOT SAYS: He's late, he's come at distance with intensity. It ticks a lot of 

boxes for a red card. The VAR can step in but they supported the referee as they 

thought it was within the yellow card boundary. 

https://www.skysports.com/premier-league
https://www.skysports.com/football/west-ham-vs-man-utd/408040
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Southampton 1-3 Bournemouth and Burnley 2-0 Norwich 

INCIDENT: At St Mary's, having just conceded a penalty for Steve Cook fouling 

Che Adams, Bournemouth are then denied a spot-kick for a similar challenge by 

Cedric Soares on Josh King. VAR takes a look but goes with the on-field 

decision. The next day at Turf Moor, Ben Godrey seems to catch Ashley Barnes 

with a late challenge just inside the area. Replays show there is contact but VAR 

doesn't step up. 

DERMOT'S VERDICT: Tough one in the Southampton game, but should have 

been a penalty for Burnley. 

DERMOT SAYS: On both decisions, it comes back to the threshold. VAR doesn't 

believe those two incidents met the threshold in order to overturn. 

GARY NEVILLE SAYS: I do have an issue with the bar in terms of overturning 

decisions. I think the Josh King one is a penalty. If it had been given it wouldn't 

have been overturned the other way either. It frustrates me, but they are being 

consistent with it. What I would say the VAR and the officials are applying it 

really well. 

Neville: Standards of refereeing never been higher 

Speaking on the Gary Neville podcast, Neville said: "I think the standard of 

officiating is the best I've ever seen. I was watching pitch-side at St Mary's on 

Friday night and I noticed the referee sprinting back to get a correct decision. I 

thought to myself, 'that's fantastic' - I've never defended referees and I'm not just 

doing it now because I'm a commentator but I watch them week-in, week-out with 

their energy levels and their ability to call it right first time. 

https://www.skysports.com/premier-league
https://www.skysports.com/premier-league
https://api.spreaker.com/v2/episodes/19188298/download.mp3
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"And, the application of technology now means we've got the most accurate 

football decisions we've ever had - and some still aren't happy. I think the decision 

making is really good on the pitch and the introduction of VAR is making things 

more accurate. Yes, I still have frustrations but generally it's the highest level of 

refereeing and accuracy we've ever seen." 

Sissoko: Leicester defeat was painful 

Moussa Sissoko has urged Tottenham to accept and move on quickly from their 

"painful" 2-1 defeat to Leicester City in the Premier League. 

A 25-yard James Maddison second-half strike condemned last season's 

Champions League finalists to their second defeat in the league season against the 

Foxes, in a result which saw Leicester move up to third in the table. 

Tottenham meanwhile are seventh after the setback at the King Power Stadium 

and after the game, Mauricio Pochettino advocated their need to find a greater 

level of consistency at the start of the season. 

"There is a lot of frustration, but we need to accept it, even if it is painful because 

we have another game on Tuesday," Sissoko said to Spurs TV. 

"Even if it is a cup game, we have to be focused on that game (now). "We need to 

work hard and analyse what went wrong (at Leicester) and move on. "We don't 

have time to think too much because we have to recover as soon as possible and 

be ready for Tuesday if we want to have a good game and win. "There is a lot of 

frustration, but we need to move on. "Spurs are still yet to win away in the 

Premier League since January. 

https://www.tottenhamhotspur.com/tags/spurstv/
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Manchester United's Paul Pogba fit to face Rochdale in Carabao 

Cup 
 

Manchester United midfielder Paul Pogba will return to first-team action at home 

to Rochdale in the Carabao Cup on Wednesday, after recovering from an ankle 

injury. 

United host the League One side in the third round of the Carabao Cup and will be 

boosted by the return of Pogba, who has missed the last three games against 

Leicester, Astana and West Ham. 

Manager Ole Gunnar Solskjaer has confirmed he will rotate his squad and the 

France international is going to play some part before a pivotal Premier League 

clash with Arsenal on Monday Night Football. 

Solskjaer said: "He'll probably get some minutes against Rochdale. But we 

definitely think he's ready for Arsenal." 

Also returning is 17-year-old striker Mason Greenwood, fresh from his match-

winning goal against Astana in the Europa League on Thursday. 

Greenwood missed the 2-0 defeat to West Ham on Sunday due to tonsillitis and 

will be United's only recognised striker in the squad after Marcus Rashford came 

off injured at the London Stadium. 

The club have confirmed Rashford will be unavailable for selection against 

Rochdale, but have said it is unknown how serious the groin injury is. 

Luke Shaw and Anthony Martial will both miss Wednesday's match, as the left-

back and forward continue their recovery, while Eric Bailly remains sidelined 

with his long-term knee problem. 
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Emiliano Sala dispute to be heard by FIFA this week 
 

FIFA will meet in Zurich on Wednesday to decide on the dispute between Cardiff 

City and Nantes over the £15m transfer fee for Emiliano Sala, Sky sources 

understand. 

Cardiff have refused to pay the fee for the Argentine striker, who had been due to 

join the then Premier League club in January of this year. 

French club Nantes subsequently complained to world football's governing body 

and the long-running dispute appears a step closer to being settled. 

The plane Sala and pilot David Ibbotson had been travelling in from France to the 

UK was found on the seabed of the English Channel in February after Air Traffic 

Control had lost contact with them on January 21. 

The plane was discovered by marine recovery specialists who were hired thanks 

to a crowdfunding appeal launched after the official search was called off. 

Sala's transfer to Cardiff from Nantes had been announced just two days before 

the plane disappeared as it carried him back to the Welsh capital. 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.skysports.com/football/news/11704/11649829/nantes-take-claim-to-fifa-over-emiliano-sala-transfer
https://www.skysports.com/football/news/11704/11627530/emiliano-sala-plane-found-on-seabed-in-english-channel
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Wembley to host 2023 Champions League final in centenary year 
 

Belfast's Windsor Park to host 2021 European Super Cup final. 

Wembley will host the 2023 Champions League final as it celebrates its centenary 

year, UEFA has confirmed. 

It will see European club football's biggest match come to London for the third 

time in 12 years, with the most recent occasion seeing Bayern Munich beat 

Borussia Dortmund in 2013. 

Wembley is already hosting another two of UEFA's major games - the finals of 

both the men's 2020 European Championships and the women's version in 2021. 

Sadiq Khan, Mayor of London, said: "It's fantastic that one of the world's biggest 

sporting events is returning to our city. 

"Hosting the biggest game in men's club football is the perfect way to mark the 

centenary of Wembley. 

"UEFA's commitment to bringing the final to Wembley for a third time in 12 

years, alongside the finals of the men's EURO 2020 and women's EURO 2021 

tournaments, confirms London truly is the sporting capital of the world and open 

to everyone." 

The original Wembley stadium was opened in 1923 before being closed in 2000. 

It was then demolished and replaced by the current stadium, which opened seven 

years later. 

UEFA also revealed St Petersburg will host the 2021 Champions League final, 

while Munich is the venue a year later. 

Windsor Park to host 2021 Super Cup final after extensive lobbying 
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Meanwhile, the Irish Football Association has won the right to host the UEFA 

Super Cup at Windsor Park in August 2021. 

The success for the association follows extensive lobbying by both Irish FA 

President David Martin and Irish FA chief executive Patrick Nelson allied to a 

strong bid from the association to UEFA to host the game. 

Patrick Nelson said: "This is fantastic news for everyone at the association, the 

city of Belfast and Northern Ireland as a whole. 

Manchester United boss Ole Gunnar Solskjaer to play youngsters in Premier 

League 

 

Manchester United boss Ole Gunnar Solskjaer has vowed to give his young 

players a chance in the Premier League. 

United saw off Astana 1-0 in the Europa League on Thursday thanks to 17-year-

old Mason Greenwood's goal in a game which also saw starts for Tahith Chong 

(19) and Axel Tuanzebe (21). 

In an interview on Soccer Saturday, Solskjaer revealed that the Europa League is 

the perfect competition to see if his youngsters are good enough to make the step 

up to the Premier League. 

However, the United boss insisted that their introduction to life on the big stage 

must be careful - especially with the rise of social media - and that the club are 

offering plenty of background support behind the scenes. 

"You learn quite a lot when playing the youngsters," he said. "You want them to 

go out and express themselves, to go out and perform so that have a platform to 

build on. I thought it paid off (against Astana). 
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"I understand that some of the boys, sometimes they can feel the heat, but I 

thought they were excellent. Of course we must protect them, find the right 

moment to put them in. Give them guidance behind closed doors. 

"Social media and the media these days is so different. We will try to help and 

guide them as much as we can. We know the other side of how it was back in the 

70s and 80s, it is different now. We have a lot of background support here. 

"They're almost ready (to play in the Premier League). That's why they're with us, 

why they're training with us and they have done well in training. 

"The young boys now - you will see them enough. You will see them in the 

Europa League, the FA Cup the Carabao Cup and maybe a little bit in the Premier 

League. 

"If we do well in the Europa League we have a chance to win it. In the early 

stages you can take a few chances, take a few risks, make some subs and give the 

youngsters a chance. 

"I think it's about time they had some exposure, and see if they are ready to play 

in the Premier League." 

Speaking more generally of his rebuild of the United squad, Solskjaer heaped 

praise on his new-look defence, and while acknowledging that they have not been 

good enough going forward, he said that "sometimes winning 1-0 is enough". 

He also claimed that it would be tough to challenge Liverpool and Manchester 

City for titles because United are "in the starting phase of a new team" which, 

again, may allow his young players more of a chance to shine. 
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"David de Gea has been unbelievable for us in the years he has been here," 

Solskjaer added. "We signed Harry Maguire in the summer, a massive signing. 

Victor Lindelof signed a new contract. 

"Aaron Wan-Bissaka is young and up-and-coming. Luke Shaw is young. Axel 

Tuanzebe is young - we have something to build on there. The foundations are 

being built from the back. 

"We know we haven't created enough going forward but when we have David in 

goal sometimes 1-0 is enough for us. 

"I want to be a part of us going back to where we used to be, but of course the 

Premier League is now a different animal. Manchester City and Liverpool last 

season were fantastic and we are in the starting phase of a new team. 

"Many players have been and gone and now there is some youngsters coming in. 

We are one or two players light at the moment because of injuries but that's an 

opportunity for the kids to play and to see if I can get the best out of them." 

Neymar 100 per cent committed to PSG, says head coach Thomas Tuchel 

Thomas Tuchel says Neymar is "100 per cent" committed to Paris Saint-Germain 

after he scored the winner against Lyon in Ligue 1 on Sunday. 

Despite being surrounded by four defenders in the 87th minute, Neymar created 

enough space to shoot past Lyon goalkeeper Anthony Lopez into the far corner of 

the net to win the match 1-0. 

It comes a week after Neymar's decisive goal for PSG against Strasbourg, and 

Tuchel praised the forward's recent goalscoring form despite his relative lack of 

match fitness. 

https://www.skysports.com/football/lyon-vs-psg/408415
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"He is 100 per cent with us. He is 100 per cent in the squad - he laughs and jokes 

and is reliable," Tuchel told a news conference. 

"He is totally there with his team-mates. That is normal, as well as necessary. He 

is a very sensitive guy. 

"This is only his third match in four months. He will gain in physical capacity 

with the matches and this will help him. Neymar is always decisive, he is always 

creative and he looks ahead." 

The Brazil international was booed by a section of home fans during PSG's 

previous league match against Strasbourg, having been heavily linked with a 

return to Barcelona during the summer transfer window. 

But he has received the full support of his team-mates, with captain Thiago Silva 

praising the 27-year-old's moment of magic that put league leaders PSG on 15 

points from six games, seven clear of their ninth-placed opponents Lyon. 

"Ultimately, it was Neymar's action [which made the difference]," Silva told 

Canal Plus. "On the pitch, I could not understand what he had done. 

"Sometimes, we say it is easy and that the defender has let him turn, but that was 

not easy. In training, Neymar and Kylian Mbappe do incredible things and we 

profited from this phenomenon's quality here." 

Ref Watch: Clubs can have no complaints over offside VAR calls, 

says Dermot Gallagher 

VAR to the fore as incidents at Stamford Bridge and the King 

Power analysed and Gary Neville hails 'highest level' of refereeing 

and accuracy 
Clubs can have no complaints about the technology used for VAR offside calls as 

they signed up to that process, says Dermot Gallagher. 
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The former Premier League referee returns with Ref Watch to have his say on 

some of the biggest incidents of the weekend, including various VAR incidents, 

plus, speaking on his podcast, Gary Neville chips in with some insight. 

Goals that were overturned for Tottenham and Chelsea are looked at with 

Gallagher giving his views... 

Leicester 2-1 Tottenham 

INCIDENT: After half-time with Tottenham 1-0 up, the visitors thought they had 

doubled their lead when Serge Aurier powered in a low effort from just outside 

the box before VAR again adjudged an offside in the build-up, and moments later 

Leicester equalised when Ricardo Pereira fired in a loose ball from 12 yards. 

DERMOT'S VERDICT: Tight, but correct call 

DERMOT SAYS: This is a tough one. This is one only VAR could give as no human 

being can see this, without doubt. We can be confident that when the teams signed 

up, they knew about the pictures to decide offside. Everybody knew these 

decisions would be given offside as the lines show it's just offside. That's where 

we are - that's the best product available at the moment. The clubs all signed up to 

it. That's what we work to. 

Chelsea 1-2 Liverpool 

INCIDENT: With Liverpool 1-0 up, Cesar Azpilicueta found the back of the net 

after Fabinho failed to clear Willian's drilled cross into the area, but VAR found 

Mason Mount to be offside in the build-up, and the jubilation inside Stamford 

Bridge evaporated in an instant. 

https://www.skysports.com/football/leicester-vs-tottenham/408036
https://www.skysports.com/football/leicester-vs-tottenham/408036
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DERMOT'S VERDICT: VAR decided Liverpool defence didn't have the 

opportunity to reset, so correct call. 

DERMOT SAYS: Mount was clearly offside. The view of the VAR was that 

Liverpool never had a chance to defend that situation. Chelsea had six players 

touch the ball while Liverpool's two touches were accidental touches. The VAR 

has to decide whether Liverpool had a chance to defend and he chose 'no'. 

GARY NEVILLE SAYS: The part of VAR I'm most comfortable with is offside. 

The point when the ball is kicked the VAR get it to the closest frame they can and 

then the lines are brought down, very meticulously. These calls are marginal but 

they are consistent with the technology. I get the frame-by-frame could make a 

difference but that isn't the issue, the issue is that the same technology is being 

applied each time. So they are consistent. We've been crying out for this 

consistency for years and we've now got it. I'm really comfortable with it. 

Arsenal 3-2 Aston Villa 

INCIDENT: Ainsley Maitland-Niles, who was booked earlier in the game for 

bringing down Anwar El Ghazi, was sent off after crashing into Neil Taylor to 

earn a second booking. VAR can't intervene on second yellow cards. 

DERMOT'S VERDICT: Wrong decision. 

DERMOT SAYS: He's very unlucky. He gets the ball and Taylor comes down on 

his leg to get the injury. The referee hasn't got the best view - he only sees the start 

of the challenge where Maitland-Niles' leg is raised. 

https://www.skysports.com/premier-league
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West Ham 2-0 Manchester United 

INCIDENT: Mark Noble picks up a booking for a thunderous challenge on Aaron 

Wan-Bissaka on the touchline. Should it have been red? 

DERMOT'S VERDICT: He could have no complaints if he was sent off. 

DERMOT SAYS: He's late, he's come at distance with intensity. It ticks a lot of 

boxes for a red card. The VAR can step in but they supported the referee as they 

thought it was within the yellow card boundary. 

Southampton 1-3 Bournemouth and Burnley 2-0 Norwich 

INCIDENT: At St Mary's, having just conceded a penalty for Steve Cook fouling 

Che Adams, Bournemouth are then denied a spot-kick for a similar challenge by 

Cedric Soares on Josh King. VAR takes a look but goes with the on-field decision. 

The next day at Turf Moor, Ben Godrey seems to catch Ashley Barnes with a late 

challenge just inside the area. Replays show there is contact but VAR doesn't step up. 

DERMOT'S VERDICT: Tough one in the Southampton game, but should have been 

a penalty for Burnley. 

DERMOT SAYS: On both decisions, it comes back to the threshold. VAR doesn't 

believe those two incidents met the threshold in order to overturn. 

GARY NEVILLE SAYS: I do have an issue with the bar in terms of overturning 

decisions. I think the Josh King one is a penalty. If it had been given it wouldn't 

have been overturned the other way either. It frustrates me, but they are being 

consistent with it. What I would say the VAR and the officials are applying it 

really well. 

https://www.skysports.com/football/west-ham-vs-man-utd/408040
https://www.skysports.com/premier-league
https://www.skysports.com/premier-league
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Neville: Standards of refereeing never been higher 

Speaking on the Gary Neville podcast, Neville said: "I think the standard of 

officiating is the best I've ever seen. I was watching pitch-side at St Mary's on Friday 

night and I noticed the referee sprinting back to get a correct decision. I thought to 

myself, 'that's fantastic' - I've never defended referees and I'm not just doing it now 

because I'm a commentator but I watch them week-in, week-out with their energy 

levels and their ability to call it right first time. 

Manchester United further away than ever? 

"And, the application of technology now means we've got the most accurate football 

decisions we've ever had - and some still aren't happy. I think the decision making is 

really good on the pitch and the introduction of VAR is making things more accurate. 

Yes, I still have frustrations but generally it's the highest level of refereeing and 

accuracy we've ever seen." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://api.spreaker.com/v2/episodes/19188298/download.mp3
https://www.skysports.com/football/news/11095/11817260/manchester-united-lose-at-west-ham-now-further-away-than-ever
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Manchester United boss Ole Gunnar Solskjaer to play youngsters 

in Premier League 
 

Manchester United boss Ole Gunnar Solskjaer has vowed to give his young players a 

chance in the Premier League. 

United saw off Astana 1-0 in the Europa League on Thursday thanks to 17-year-old 

Mason Greenwood's goal in a game which also saw starts for Tahith Chong (19) and 

Axel Tuanzebe (21). 

In an interview on Soccer Saturday, Solskjaer revealed that the Europa League is the 

perfect competition to see if his youngsters are good enough to make the step up to 

the Premier League. 

However, the United boss insisted that their introduction to life on the big stage must 

be careful - especially with the rise of social media - and that the club are offering 

plenty of background support behind the scenes. 

"You learn quite a lot when playing the youngsters," he said. "You want them to go 

out and express themselves, to go out and perform so that have a platform to build on. 

I thought it paid off (against Astana). 

"I understand that some of the boys, sometimes they can feel the heat, but I 

thought they were excellent. Of course we must protect them, find the right 

moment to put them in. Give them guidance behind closed doors. 
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"Social media and the media these days is so different. We will try to help and 

guide them as much as we can. We know the other side of how it was back in the 

70s and 80s, it is different now. We have a lot of background support here. 

"They're almost ready (to play in the Premier League). That's why they're with us, 

why they're training with us and they have done well in training. 

"The young boys now - you will see them enough. You will see them in the Europa 

League, the FA Cup the Carabao Cup and maybe a little bit in the Premier League. 

"If we do well in the Europa League we have a chance to win it. In the early stages 

you can take a few chances, take a few risks, make some subs and give the youngsters 

a chance. 

"I think it's about time they had some exposure, and see if they are ready to play in the 

Premier League." 

Speaking more generally of his rebuild of the United squad, Solskjaer heaped praise 

on his new-look defence, and while acknowledging that they have not been good 

enough going forward, he said that "sometimes winning 1-0 is enough". 

He also claimed that it would be tough to challenge Liverpool and Manchester 

City for titles because United are "in the starting phase of a new team" which, 

again, may allow his young players more of a chance to shine. 

"David de Gea has been unbelievable for us in the years he has been here," 

Solskjaer added. "We signed Harry Maguire in the summer, a massive signing. 

Victor Lindelof signed a new contract. 
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"Aaron Wan-Bissaka is young and up-and-coming. Luke Shaw is young. Axel 

Tuanzebe is young - we have something to build on there. The foundations are 

being built from the back. 

"We know we haven't created enough going forward but when we have David in goal 

sometimes 1-0 is enough for us. 

"I want to be a part of us going back to where we used to be, but of course the 

Premier League is now a different animal. Manchester City and Liverpool last season 

were fantastic and we are in the starting phase of a new team. 

"Many players have been and gone and now there is some youngsters coming in. We 

are one or two players light at the moment because of injuries but that's an 

opportunity for the kids to play and to see if I can get the best out of them." 

Paul Pogba: Ole Gunnar Solskjaer tells Real Madrid Man Utd midfielder 'going 

nowhere' 

Manchester United manager Ole Gunnar Solskjaer has warned Real Madrid that any 

attempt to sign Paul Pogba in January will be unsuccessful. 

Real tried to get Pogba, the France midfielder, in the summer but their offer - £27.6m 

plus Colombia midfielder James Rodriguez - was deemed well below United's 

valuation of the World Cup winner. 

Zinedine Zidane, the Real head coach, is reportedly still set on getting Pogba, 

especially after they were outclassed in Wednesday's 3-0 Champions League 

defeat at Paris Saint-Germain. 

United may struggle to convince Pogba, who said it "could be time for a new challenge" 

in the summer, to stick around at Old Trafford, but Solskjaer insists he is here to stay. 

https://www.skysports.com/football/news/11667/11778008/paul-pogba-manchester-united-reject-cash-and-james-rodriguez-offer-from-real-madrid
https://www.skysports.com/football/news/11667/11778008/paul-pogba-manchester-united-reject-cash-and-james-rodriguez-offer-from-real-madrid
http://www.skysports.com/football/news/11095/11742781/paul-pogba-admits-he-is-thinking-of-leaving-manchester-united-for-new-challenge
http://www.skysports.com/football/news/11095/11742781/paul-pogba-admits-he-is-thinking-of-leaving-manchester-united-for-new-challenge
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"I don't listen to the president of Real Madrid [Florentino Perez]," said Solskjaer 

ahead of Sunday's trip to West Ham, live on Sky Sports. 

"But Paul is working hard here and he is totally committed to Manchester United. 

"We have seen that while he's been injured. He has been working like crazy to get 

himself fit because he wants to play for us and he wants to help his team-mates. 

"I am not worried now and I will never be worried in the future about Paul Pogba 

staying here. 

"If it all kicks off against with Madrid in January then there will be no worries then 

either. If we have to live with the speculation again then we will handle it like we did 

in the summer. 

"Paul is going nowhere. He is happy here when he's playing." 

Despite Pogba's flirtation with Real - he said it would be "a dream for anyone" to play 

under Zidane at Real - Solskjaer remains fond of the player he coached as a youngster 

in the United reserves. 

"You need a big personality to play for Man United," said Solskjaer. "You need a 

certain kind of confidence and arrogance and you have to be self-assured enough to 

be yourself in both the good times and the bad times. 

"Paul Pogba is all of those things. He is one of our big characters. Paul will walk 

out onto any pitch and be full of confidence - and that's what I look for and what I 

demand from all of our players. 

"It's not misplaced arrogance with Paul. It's about believing in himself. It's about 

the respect he has for his team-mates and his opponents." 

 

 

https://www.skysports.com/app/transfer/news/12691/11671177/paul-pogba-admits-playing-for-zinedine-zidane-at-real-madrid-would-be-a-dream
https://www.skysports.com/app/transfer/news/12691/11671177/paul-pogba-admits-playing-for-zinedine-zidane-at-real-madrid-would-be-a-dream

